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DEPARTM NT F TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 65

I Docket No. 24233; Arndt. No. 65-30J

Issuance and Renewal of Inspection
Authorization

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration [FAA]. DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMA.RY: This amendment permits
persons who have had their mechanic
certificates or ratings suspended to be
eligible for issuance or renewal of
inspection authorizations (lA's) if their
mechanic certificates or ratings have
been reinstated. This amendment will
remove a requirement that is
unnecessary as a means of ensuring that
only responsible persons exercise IA
privileges.
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 19. 1985.
FOR FURTHER INFO~MATIONCONTACT:
Leo Vveston. General Aviation and
Commercial Branch, AWS-340, Aircraft
Maintenance Division, Office of
Air-vvorthiness. Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence A\'e.,
SW.. Washington, D.C. 20591, Telephone
[2D2) 421Hl205.
SUPPLeMENTARY INFORMATION:

Dackground

Section 65.93 of the Fc:dcral Aviation
Regulations (FARJ provides thai to be
eligible for the renewal of an IA an
applicant must present evidence that,
among other things. he or she still meets
the requirements of § 65.91(c) (1) through
{4J for the original issuance of.m lA.
Before Amendment 65-22 (42 FR 46278;
September 15.1977), § 65.91(c)(1)
provided that to be eligible for an lA, an
applicant has to be "8 certificated
mechanic \\'ho has held both an airframe
and a powerplant rating for at least 3
years before the dale he applies'"
Amendment 65-22 revised parrlgf<:Iph
(eJ(l) to rcq'Jire that the applicant hold
"a currentiy effective mcch.;nic
certificate with both an airfrume rating
and a powerptant rating. each of which
is currently effective and has been
continuously in effect for not less than
th2 3-year period immediately before the
date of application." (Emphasis added.]

\Vhen renewal was soughl under the
old rule. the holder of an IA whose
mechanic certificate or rating was
suspended could still be said to have
"held" thai certificate during the time of
suspension. However, the certificate
could not be said 10 be "in effect'· while
it \...·8S suspended, Accordingly. after

Amendment 65-22, the ttl. could not be
renewed at the end of the year bec.wse
at renewal time (authorization expires
on March 31J the mech2.nic certificale or
rating would not have been continuously
in effect during the preceding 3 years.
Therefore. the mechanic would not be
eligible again for an IA until 3 years
after the end of the suspension of lhe
mechanic eertificate_ Moreover, because
the eligibility requirements for issuance
of a cenificate are considered to be
continuing requirements which must be
met as long as certificate is held. an lA
does not "become effective" agHin under
§ 65.91 at the end of the suspension of
the mechanic certific.:ate.

At the time Amendment 65-22 was
udopled, the FAA was aware that
adding the words "continuously in
effect" to § 65.91(c)(1) would have this
result. It was considered approI?riate
because the privileges and
responsibilities that a person is charged
with while holding the IA are greater
than those of a certificated mechanic.
Under § 65.95, the holder of an IA may
inspect and approve for return to service
certain aircraft or related parts or
appliances after a major repair or major
alteration to it in accordance with Pert
43 of the FAR and perfonn annual and
progressive inspections. Although a
mechanic is authorized to perform much
of the associated maintenance work
underlying these functions, the lA holder
is ultimately responsible for ensuring
that the work is done in accordance
with the FAR.

This 3·year·}ong period of ineligibility.
ho\...ever, has had an unintended
inhibiting effect on the FAA's
enforcement program. Amendment 65
22 has had a significant impClct on the
action taken against a mechanic for
relatively minor to moderate violations.
As 8 result of Amendment 65-22, a
short-term suspe:l.sion of a certificate or
rating for a relatively minor offense
effectively revokes an IA for a period of
3 years. Further. this creates the unusual
situation where an action for re\'ocalion
of an IA could ha\-e less of an impact on
the mechanic involved than a 5-day
suspension of a single rating on his or
her mechanic certificate. (In most cases,
a mechanic whose IA has been revoked
may reapply after 1 year.) Not e..... ery
action that warrants the suspension of a
mechanic certificate e\idences a lack of
responsibility sufficient to jus:.ify such a
long-term ineligibility for an IA. As a
result. enforcement personnel have been
reluctant in some cases to produce such
results,

In attempting to resolve this problem.
the FAA has reviewed the requirement
of § 65.91(c)[1] and has determined that
it is unnecessary as a means of ~nsu:-ing

thaI onl) responsible persons continu~'

10 exercise lA privileges. First. the
su~pensjon or revocation of a mechnnic.
certificate or ruting does resul! in loss of
IA pri\'i1egp.s. Section 65.92{a) prvvides
that the holtler of an IA may exerdse
the privileges of that authorization only
while he or she holds a currently
effective mec.:hanic certificClte with both
a currently effective airframe rating and
a currently effective powerplanl rating.
In addition, the cause that gave rise to
suspension of the IA holder's m~chanic

certificate or rating may also warrant
suspension of an fA for a longer period
of time and may even justify rc\'ocation
of the lAo Revocation of Ihe IA m"y b.
justified when the person's actions
evidence a lack of responsibility
indicating that the mechanic should nol
be allowed to exercise the inspection
and other privileges prescribed by
§ 65.95. Also, seclion 609 of the Feder.1
Aviation Act of 1958. as amended
(FAAcl), provides that the FAA may
reexamine i1ny civil airman, including
the holder of an IA. The FAA may
reexamine, for instance, when there is
reason to believe that the holder of an
lA mfty not be qualified 10 exercise his
or her privileges. If. as a result of this
reexamination. the FAA determines thaI
safety in air commerce or air
transportation and the public interest
require, the FAA may issue an order
suspending or revoking the lA, Thus, the
cause that gave rise to the suspension of
the fA holder's mechanic certificate may
also warrant reexamination to
determine his or hEr qualification to
hold an lAo The results of this
reexamination may warrant suspending
or revoking the IA.

Discussion of the Comments

Interested persons were afforded the
opportunity to participate in the making
of this r.n1endmenl by Notice 64-16 (49
FR 35652; September 11, 1984). Due
considerntion has been given to all
comments piesented in respon'Se to Ihis
notice.

Sixteen of the 19 public cOOlmer.:l!l
recei\'ed arc favorable. Many of these
favorable commenters agree that the
proj,Jusal would reduce an unfair penalty
imposed on any JA holder who hcs had
his or her mechanic certificate or rating
temporarily suspended by removing the
requirement thallhe certificate and
ratings be continuously in effect for 3
ycars at the time of the IA renewal.

Three commenters who are not in
favor of this notice state that any time a
certificated mechanic holding an IA has
violDted the regulations 10 such an
extent as to cause a suspension of the
mCl,;hanic certificate, that suspension
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should also affect his or her fA
privileges. Two of these commenters
state that a mechanic having his or her
certificate or a rating suspended should
have to prove his or her competency
again to the satisfaction of the
Administrator.

The FAA agrees. in p.art. with the
above commenters that there are
enforcement cases where suspensions or
revocations of lA's or reexaminations of
lA holders may be necessary. Under the
authority of Section 609 of the FAAct.
the FAA may reexamine an airman,
includir\g an IA. Therefore. when there
is a question of an lA holder's
qualification to exercise the privileges of
the authorizution, the FAA may
reexamine the airman. Based on this
reexamination or any other
investigation, the FAA mny suspend or
revoke the airman's IA. The FAA has
determined that its continued ability to
suspend or revoke an IA or to
reexamine an lA holder, when
circumstances warrant. provides
adequate protection against unqualified
persons exercising IA privileges, without
imposing an undue burden on mechanics
for minor violations.

One commenter states that this NPRM
is a timely response by the FAA to an
unintended result of the rulemaking
process and that it will relieve a
significant burden to both individual
certificate holders and the
Administrator's enforcement personnel
without derogation in air safety.

A professional organization states
lhat the present regulations pose an
unnecessary secondary penalty on any
holder of an IA who is punished for a
slight infraction of the regulations by
suspension of either or both of the
airframe and powerplant ratings. The
organization believes that the public
interest will not be compromised and
that the economic impact will be
positive because a highly trained
individual wiU be returned to the wage
earning rolls more quickly.

Accordingly, the FAA is amending
§ 65.91 to return to the requirements
which existed prior to Amendment 65
22 and is clarifying these requirements
to provide that an otherwise eligible
applicant need only hold a currently
effective mechanic certificate with both
an airframe rating and a powerplant
rating which have been in effect for a
total of at least3 years. This revision
will remove any inequity associated
with the renewal process and will
provide more flexible and fair
enforcement program for fA holders,
without derogalion of the original
certification stundurds.

Regulatory Assessment

This rule will relax an unnecessary
requirement for original iSSU8:1Ce or
renewal of an IA. It also will eliminate a
double penalty currently imposed on
any IA holder who, as a result of a
suspension, becomes ineligible for
renewal solely because his or her
mechanic certificate or ratings were not
continuously in effect during the 3-year
period preceding the annual fA renewal.

This rule will not impose any costs.
other than the cost of publishing the
rule. Benefits of the proposed rule will
accrue from the elimination of income
loss due to an individual's not being
permitted to renew an IA for 3 years
from the date of a suspension. The
actual benefitfl will be inconsequential
because. once the full impact of the
current rule was fully realized. the FAA
imposed few suspensions on IA holders.
Thus, very few IA holders actually will
be affected by this rule. Comments to
the NPRM did not disclose any data or
facts to contradict this position. In light
of the lack of costs and benefits, the
FAA finds that a regulatory evaluation
is not warranted.

Trade Impact Assessment

This rule will have no impact on trade
opportunities for either U.S. firms doing
business overseas or foreign firms doing
business in the United States.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The Regulatory FleXibility Act of 1980
(RFA) was enacted by Congress in order
to ensure, among other things, that small
entities are not disproportionately
affected by Government regulations.
The RFA requires agencies to review
rules which may have "a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities."

This amendment will relax
requirements for issuance and renewal
of an IA and will impose no additional
burden, Further. the number of persons
who would be unable to renew their
lA's if the current rule is not changed is
minimal compared with the total
number of IA holders.

The FAA finds that this rule will not
have a significant economic impact.
either beneficial or detrimental, on a
substantial number of small entities.
Therefore, a regulatory flexibility
determination is not required.

Need for Immediate Adoption

This amendment will provide
immediate relief and reduce a regulatory
burden on persons who have had their
mechanic certificates or ratings
suspended by permitting them to be .
eligible for issuance or renewal of their

lA's provided their mechanic certificate
or ratings have been reinstated.

Immediate adoption will permit
persons who have had their mechanic
certificates or ratings suspended since
the last IA renewal date (March 31) to
be eligible again on the following year's
renewal date provided they meel all of
the requirements of §§ 65.91, 65.92, and
65.93 of the FAR.

This amendment will also permit
persons who had previously become
ineligible for a 3·year period. because of
suspension of their mechanic certificates
or ratings, to immediately become
eligible for issuance of lA's provided
that their mechanic certificates or
ratings have been reinstated and they
meet the requirements of § 65.91 of the
FAR.

Finally, adoption of this amendment
will not impose any burden on persons
affected. Therefore. for these reasons. I
find that good cause exists for making
this amendment effective in fewer t~an

30 days.

Conclusion

This amendment will relax the
requirements for initial issuance and
renewal of an inspection authorization
and thus will not impose an additional
burden on any person. Accordingly, it
has bee£l. determined that this action is
not a major rule under Executive Order
12291, and it is not significant under .
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures
(44 FR 11034; February 26. 1979). For
these reasons and because the number
of persons who would be unable to
renew their lA's if the current rule is not
changed is minimal in comparison to the
Iota I number of IA holders. I certify that
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, this proposal will not
have a significant economic impact.
positive or negative, on a substantial
number of small entities. In addition. the
FAA has determined that the expected
economic impact of this proposal is so
minimal that a full regulator}' evaluation
is not required.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 65

Airmen other than flight
crew members, Inspection authorization.
Mechanic certification. Aircraft.
Aviation safety.

Adoption of the Amendment

Accordingly. § 65.91 of the Federal_
Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 65.9~J IS

amended as follows. effeclin: Apn119.
1985.



§ 65.91 Inspection authorization.

By re\'ising § 65.91{c)(l) to read as
follows:

PART 56-CERTIFICATION: AIRMEN
OTHER THAN FLIGHT
CREWMEM8ERS
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(c] •

(1) Hold a currently effective
mechanic certificate with both an
airframe rating"and a powerplunt rating.
each of which j's currently effective and
has been in effect for a total of at least 3
years:

(St:-cs. 313(a.1. 3J4{a). 601, 602. and 603 of the
Federal AvLetion Act of 1958 (4.9U.5.c..
1354{a). 1355(a), 1421. 14.22, and 1423): 49
U.S.C. ]06(S) (Revised, Pub. L. 97-499, January
12. 19831J

Issued in Wl:Ishinglon. D.C.. on April 1.
1985.

Donald D. Enge~
Administrator.
IFR Doc. 85-9443 Filed 4-]8-85: 8:45 am)
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